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. Free Delivery. Jul 26, 2015 12:10 pm. free for download download india mp3:Download india mp3:Play The video is no longer available. Sorry, we couldn't find The video you are trying to watch.By Richard Adedoyin BBC News, Lagos A broadcast by a local radio station has claimed that the police are using body language experts to help detect criminals. They say it involves high-tech cameras to match body shapes with a database of wanted people. Police say
the language of gestures, such as some gestures that are characteristic to criminals, can be picked up by the cameras. But the BBC's Richard Adedoyin in Lagos says the move is based on superstition rather than evidence. The BBC heard stories from eyewitnesses to the "brainwashing" event, as it is called. "When you see someone, you don't need to know how they talk," said Oladimeji. "You just know how they walk and you just know how they look," he said. He

says this is normal behaviour and anyone who says otherwise is obviously a stranger. Beware the language of gestures But some questions need to be asked, he says, "Can you tell a criminal from a normal person just because he or she has a different walking or talking style?" And can "somebody who is sane know when someone is possessed by somebody else?" If they do not they could be doing more damage by arresting someone and making him or her give a
confession. So, the police are looking for signs of an out-of-control mind. One "expert" on the radio claims to have been trained in this area. "There are some people who use their body language to indicate their brain is not functioning properly, and they are not able to tell right from wrong," said Ishola. The broadcast asked listeners to watch the suspects and then write down what they found, such as guilty or not guilty. This information could then be compared to a

database of criminals and criminals suspected of crimes, including an image on their house, car or other possessions. The technique is being tried at the Police Training College, Ikeja, Lagos. The expert said all public activity was being viewed "from a security perspective," and that officers would "spend a lot of time on conducting security evaluations". The Lagos State Police Public Relations Officer, Albert Ekpeyong, told the BBC the use of body language
experts was "
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